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Let G be a K4-free 4-regular connected graph with & vertices. Then G contains
an independent set of vertices of cardinality at least (7&&4)26. Furthermore, the
proof will yield a polynomial-time algorithm which will return an independent set
of cardinality at least (7&&4)26 for any such graph. A family of K4 -free 4-regular
connected graphs with maximum independent set of cardinality 311& is provided, so
that the asymptotically sharp lower bound lies between 726 and
3
11 . We also provide
a slight improvement over the best previously known result for triangle-free
5-regular graphs.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
All graphs in this article are loopless and without multiple edges. Let G
be a graph. We use &(G) for the cardinality of the vertex set of G, =(G ) for
the cardinality of the edge set of G, and :(G ) for the maximum cardinality
of an independent set of vertices in G. The degree of a vertex v is d(v) and
its set of neighbours is N(v). The maximum and minimum degrees will be
denoted by 2(G ) and $(G ), respectively. We use |(G ) for the number
of components of G. When it causes no confusion, we will simply use
&, =, :, 2, $, and |. We use Kk to denote the complete graph on k
vertices. The independence ratio, i(G ), is :&. A graph G is H-free if G has
no subgraph isomorphic to the graph H. A triangle-free graph is a K3 -free
graph.
Brooks [3] proved that every connected graph G which is neither a com-
plete graph nor an odd cycle must be 2-colourable. Thus, such a graph must
have i(G)12. For Kk-free graphs, with 2=k=3 or 2=k6, Albertson,
Bolloba s, and Tucker [1] proved that i(G )>1k. For Kk -free graphs,
Fajtlowicz [5] established that i(G )2(2+k). This is an improvement
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over Brooks’ result whenever k<2. For triangle-free 3-regular graphs, the
Fajtlowicz theorem yields the same lower bound on the independence
ratio, i(G )13, as Brooks’ theorem. Fajtlowicz [6] improved this slightly
to i(G ) 1235 and noted that there is a triangle-free 3-regular graph G with
i(G )= 514 . Staton [14] proved that every 3-regular triangle-free graph G
must have i(G ) 514 .
Fraughnaugh [10] proved that every 4-regular triangle-free graph, G,
must have i(G ) 413 . In the proof, Fraughnaugh established that =(G )
6&(G )&13:(G ) for every triangle-free graph G with maximum degree 4.
Kreher and Radziszowski [12] proved that this equality holds for every
triangle-free graph G. Fraughnaugh and Locke [9] provided a shorter
proof of that result and a polynomial-time algorithm which produces an
independent set I such that =(G )6&(G )&13 |I |. Fraughnaugh [7] proved
that =(G ) 132 &(G)&14:(G ) for every triangle-free graph G with maximum
degree 3, yielding a new proof of the result by Staton.
Griggs and Murphy [11] demonstrated a polynomial-time algorithm for
finding an independent set of cardinality at least 5&14 in a triangle-free
graph with maximum degree at most three and in which no component
is 3-regular. Thus, they demonstrated a polynomial-time algorithm for
finding an independent set of cardinality at least 5(&&1)14 in a triangle-
free 3-regular connected graph. There were only two triangle-free 3-regular
connected graphs known to have independence ratio 514 , although Locke
[13] provided an infinite family of triangle-free 3-regular connected graphs
with independence ratio approaching 1130 . Fraughnaugh and Locke [8]
proved that =(G )7&(G )&15:(G)&4 for every connected triangle-free
graph G with maximum degree 3 and provided a polynomial-time algorithm
which produces an independent set I such that =(G)7&(G )&15 |I |&4,
thereby proving that the lower bound for the independence ratio for graphs
in this class approaches 1130 .
In this paper, we show that =(G )9&(G)&26:(G )&4 for every connected
K4-free graph with maximum degree 4. As a corollary, :(G )(7&(G )&4)26
for any such graph. The proof of the main theorem consists of the examina-
tion, by means of a sequence of lemmas, of the structure of a minimum
counterexample.
Inequalities of the type =(G)c1&(G )&c2:(G )&c3 have proven useful
in many of these problems. It is more convenient to study the function
#(G )==(G )&c1&(G )+c2 :(G), with the goal of proving that #(G )&c3 .
Table I displays the information from the preceding discussion. The last
three rows of the table require the graph to be connected. (A reminder has
been placed in the column for forbidden subgraphs.) The last column
indicates those results which the authors claimed will yield polynomial-time
algorithms. For those results which do not assume a bound on the maxi-
mum degree, the symbol  has been placed in column three.
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TABLE I
Forbidden
Name Year 2 subgraphs (c1 , c2 , c3) :(G )&(G ) P alg
Brooks 1941 n>2 Kn+1 1n
Albertson, Bolloba s,
and Tucker 1976 n Kn >1n
Fajtlowicz 1977 3 K3 1235
Fajtlowicz 1978 k Kn 2(k+n)
Staton 1979 3 K3 514
Fraughnaugh (as Jones) 1984 4 K3 (6, 13, 0) 413
Fraughnaugh 1990 3 K3 ( 132 , 14, 0)
5
14
Kreher, Radziszowski 1991  K3 (6, 13, 0)
Fraughnaugh, Locke 1996  K3 (6, 13, 0) Yes
Griggs, Murphy 1995 3 K3 connected 514&o(1) Yes
Fraughnaugh, Locke 1995 3 K3 connected (7, 15, 4) 1130&o(1) Yes
Locke, Lou (this result) 1996 4 K4 connected (9, 26, 4) 726 &o(1) Yes
2. K4-FREE CONNECTED GRAPHS WITH
MAXIMUM DEGREE FOUR
Let G denote the class of K4-free, connected, simple graphs with maxi-
mum degree at most four. Let G4 denote the subset of 4-regular graphs
from G.
We will examine the function #(G )==(G )&9&(G)+26:(G ), for G # G.
We begin with four examples which are extremal for Theorem 1. The con-
stants 9 and 26 used in the function # were chosen with foreknowledge of
these examples.
Example 1. The graph B7 is displayed in Fig. 1. For this graph, &=7,
==11, :=2, and #=0.
Example 2. The graph B8 is displayed in Fig. 2. For this graph, &=8,
==16, :=2, and #=&4.
Example 3. Let B11 denote the set of graphs from G with &=11,
==20, :=3, and #=&1. There are exactly two graphs in B11 , both of
which are constructed from B7 _ (K4&e) and four extra edges. These two
graphs are displayed in Fig. 3. For each of the graphs in B11 , we display
an independent set consisting of three vertices of degree four.
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Figure 1
Figure 2
Figure 3
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The proof of the main theorem will also demonstrate that these two
graphs are, in fact, the only graph in B11 . In each lemma, we have been
careful to show that the inequality is strict if the graph under consideration
is not regular, except where graphs from B11 are involved. In particular, the
graphs in B11 are constructed in the proofs of Lemma 16 and Lemma 17.
Example 4. Suppose T is a tree with the maximum degree at most
four. We use the term B-tree for any graph F which is constructed by
replacing each vertex in the tree T with a graph in B11 . Each vertex of
degree three in any copy of a graph in B11 will be incident with at most one
edge that was in T. Obviously, any B-tree is in G. Let F denote the class
of B-trees. If F is a B-tree using a total of k copies of graphs from B11 ,
then &=11k, ==21k&1, :=3k, and #=&1.
The fifth example shows that there are 4-regular graphs in G with
independence ratio 311 .
Example 5. It is possible to construct a 4-regular graph H by joining
two copies of any graph F # F, with &(F )=11k, using an additional 2k+2
edges. Then, i(H )= 311 , limiting possible improvements to Corollary 1.
We now state our main theorem. Its proof will consist of a sequence of
lemmas. These lemmas comprise an algorithm, with running time bounded
by a function T(&). For most of the lemmas, the conditions can be checked
in O(&), and the action, if needed, can be performed in O(&)+T(&&1). We
will comment on the running time when this is not the case. If this were
the case for all of the lemmas, then T(&) would be O(&2). However, the
bottleneck is finding the cycle required by Lemma 25. Since this can be
performed in O(&2), T(&) is O(&3).
Theorem 1. Let G # G. Then, exactly one of the following holds:
(i) #(G )&4, if G # G4;
(ii) #(G )=&1, if G # F;
(iii) #(G )0, if G # G"(G4 _ F).
We will prove Theorem 1 by considering a graph G
*
# G with G
*
failing
to satisfy Theorem 1, but with &(G
*
) as small as possible. Before we
proceed, we state a corollary of this theorem.
Corollary 1. If G is a connected 4-regular K4- free graph, then :(G )
1
26 (7&(G )&4). Similarly, if G is a nonregular connected K4- free graph with
maximum degree at most four, then :(G ) 126 (7&(G )&1).
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Proof. In each case, 2&(G )==(G )9&(G)&26:(G )&m, for m=4
(regular) or m=1 (nonregular). Therefore, 26:(G )7&(G)&m. K
If X, Y are disjoint subsets of V(G ), we use =[X, Y ] for the number of
edges of G with one end in X and the other in Y. We extend this definition
to subgraphs of G by setting =[X, Y ]==[V(X ), V(Y )] as long as V(X ),
V(Y ) are disjoint. For a subset S of V(G), the subgraph of G induced by
S is denoted by G[S]. If S is a subset of V(G ) or a subgraph of G, let
=[S]==(G[V(S )]). Define the closed neighbourhood of the vertex v by
N[v]=N(v) _ [v]. We set N(S )= [N(v): v # V(S )], N[S]= [N[v]:
v # V(S )]=N(S ) _ V(S ), NP(S )=N(S )"V(S ), and d(S )= [d(v):v #
V(S )]. For an independent set I, we set 2V=N[I]. We use I(S ) to
denote a subset X of S such that N[X ]S. Usually, I(2V ) will be the
largest subset X of 2V which we know must have N[X ]2V. We set
(S )=S"I(S ). We think of the sets I(2V ) and (S ) as the interior and
boundary of S, respectively, even though a vertex in (S ) might have no
neighbour outside of S. If H is a subgraph of G, then H denotes the
subgraph G&N[H]. The graph that results from deleting a single edge
from K4 will be denoted K4&e. The distance between vertices u and v will
be written d(u, v).
Lemma 1. If G # F, then #(G )=&1. Hence G
*
 F.
Proof. That #(G )=&1 has already been noted in Example 4. K
Observation 1. (a) #(G
*
)<&4, if G
*
# G4 ; or
(b) #(G
*
)<0, if G
*
# G"(G4 _ F).
Observation 2. For any G # G, with &(G )<&(G
*
), one of the following
statements is true:
(i) #(G )&4, if G # G4 ;
(ii) #(G )=&1, if G # F; or
(iii) #(G )0, if G # G"(G4 _ F).
Lemma 2. If H is a proper subgraph of G
*
, then #(H )&|(H ), with
equality if and only if H is a forest of B-trees.
Proof. Let |=|(H). Let H1 , H2 , ..., H| be the components of H. Since
no Hi is in G4 , #(Hi)&1, for each i, with equality if and only if Hi # F.
Thus, #(H )=|i=1 #(Hi)&|, with equality if and only if Hi # F, for
all i. K
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Lemma 3. G
*
contains no subgraph isomorphic to either of the graphs
in B11 .
Proof. Suppose XG
*
and X is isomorphic to one of the graphs
in B11 . Since G*  F, G*{X. The subgraph X may be induced or not. LetX$=G
*
[V(X )]. We know &(X$)=&(X ), =(X$)=(X ), and :(X$)=:(X ).
Each graph in B11 has an independent set of three vertices of degree 4.
Hence, #(G
*
)=#(X$)+#(G
*
&X$)+=(X$, G
*
&X$).
Since G
*
is connected, =(X$, G
*
&X$)|(G
*
&X$). Since #(X$)&1
and, by Lemma 2, #(G
*
&X )&|(G
*
&X$), we have #(G
*
)&1, with
equality only if #(X$)=&1, #(G
*
&X$)=&|(G
*
&X$) and =(X$, G
*
&X$)=
|(G
*
&X$). But then, X$=X, G
*
&X$ must be a forest of B-trees, and
thus, G
*
# F. Therefore, #(G
*
)0, contradicting the choice of G
*
. K
Corollary 2. G
*
contains no B-tree and #(H )0, for every proper
subgraph H of G
*
.
Proof. By Lemma 3, G
*
contains no subgraph which is isomorphic to
either of the graphs in B11 . Thus, G* contains no B-tree. Now suppose H
is a proper subgraph of G
*
. Let H1 , H2 , ..., H| be the components of H.
Since Hi  G4 and Hi  F, #(Hi)0. Therefore, #(H )=|i=1 #(Hi)0.
K
Lemma 4. Let H be an induced subgraph of any graph G, then :(G )
:(H )+:(H ).
Proof. Let I(H ) and I(H ) be maximum independent sets of H and H ,
respectively. No vertex in H is adjacent to a vertex in H . Thus, I(H ) _ I(H )
is an independent set in G, and :(G )|I(H )|+|I(H )|:(H )+:(H ). K
Our standard technique will be to find an independent set I in G
*
and
evaluate or bound
2I &=&(G*)&&(I ),
2I ===(G*)&=(I ),
2I :=:(G*)&:(I ),
2I #=#(G*)&#(I )=2I =&92I &+262I :.
As usual, if there can be no misinterpretation, we will omit the subscript I.
In most cases, 2= will be very easy to bound. However, in some situations,
we will need to be more careful. Let =0==[I(2V )], =1==[I(2V ), (2V )],
=2==[(2V )], and =3==[(2V ), I ]. The following proposition provides
bounds on 2= in terms of these =i and previously defined parameters.
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Proposition 1. (a) 2===0+ 12(d((2V ))+=1+=3);
(b) 2==0+W 12 ($|(2V )|+=1+=3)X;
(c) 2===0+d((2V ))&=2 ; and
(d) 2==0+$|(2V )|&=2 .
Proof. The expression d((2V )) counts the number of edge ends incident
with vertices in (2V ). Edges of G
*
[(2V )] are counted twice; edges with
exactly one edge are counted once. But these same edges are counted by
=1+=3 . Thus, 12 (d((2V ))+=1+=3) counts the edges that meet (2V ). This
proves (a).
Part (c) counts those edges inside G
*
[I(2V )], the degree sum of the
vertices of 2V in G
*
&E(I(2V )) and subtracts the number, =2 , of edges
which are overcounted. Part (b) follows from part (a) and part (d) from
part (c). K
Lemma 5. If I is a nonempty independent set in G
*
, then #(G
*
)=2#+
#(I )2#.
Proof. We need only note that I # G"(G4 _ F ) and Observation 2(iii)
applies. Thus, #(I )0. K
Lemma 6. $(G
*
)2.
Proof. Suppose that u is a vertex of G
*
with d(u)1. Let I=[u]. Then
2&2, 2=0, and 2:1.Thus, 2#0&9_2+26_1=8, and #(G
*
)
2#=8. K
Lemma 7. $(G
*
)3.
Proof. Suppose that u is a vertex of G
*
with d(u)=2. Let I=[u]. Then
2&=3, 2=2, and 2:1.Thus, 2#2&9_3+26_1=1, and #(G
*
)
2#=1. K
Lemma 8. No pair of vertices w1 , w2 of degree three in G* can be atdistance two.
Proof. Suppose that d(w1)=d(w2)=3 and that w1 and w2 are at
distance two in G
*
(see Fig. 4).
Let I=[w1 , w2] and, thus, 2:2 and 2=6. If 2&6, then #(G*)2#6&9_6+26_2=4.
Therefore, we may assume that 2&=7. Let 2V=N[I]=[w, w1 , w2 ,
y1 , y2 , y3 , y4], where w # N(w1) & N(w2). Thus, I(2V )=[w1 , w2] and
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Figure 4
(2V )=[w, y1 , y2 , y3 , y4]. Let =0==[I(2V )]=0, =1==[I(2V ),
(2V )]=6, =2==[(2V )], and =3==[(2V ), I ]. By Proposition 1(b),
2=W 12 (3|(2V )|+=1)X=W 212 X=11. Therefore, #(G*)2#11&9_7+
26_2=0. K
Lemma 9. G
*
is not 3-regular.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 8. It is also possible to give a
short direct proof.
Suppose that G
*
is 3-regular. Thus, G
*
is 3-colourable and :(G
*
)
1
3&(G*). Hence #(G*)
3
2 &(G*)&9&(G*)+
26
3 &(G*)=
7
6&(G*)>0. K
We may now assume that $(G
*
)=3 and 2(G
*
)=4. Since G
*
is
connected, there is some vertex u such that d(u)=3 and at least one of its
neighbours has degree 4. Thus, N(u)=[x1 , x2 , x3], and, without loss of
generality, d(x1)=4. There are only three possibilities for d(x2) and d(x3):
(1) d(x2)=d(x3)=3; (2) d(x2)=d(x3)=4; or (3) d(x2)=3, d(x3)=4.
Lemma 10. Let u be a vertex of G
*
, with d(u)=3, N(u)=[x1 , x2 , x3],
and d(x1)=4. Then d(x2)=4 or d(x3)=4.
Proof. Suppose that d(x2)=d(x3)=3. Then, by Lemma 8, d(x2 , x3){2
and x2 x3 # E(G*). Figure 5 and Fig. 6 depict the vertex u and its neigh-
bours. Since G
*
is K4-free, we may assume without loss of generality that
x1 x3  E(G*).
Case (a). Suppose that x1 x2 # E(G*) as displayed in Fig. 5(a). LetI=[x1 , x3]. Then, 2V=N[I]=[u, x1 , x2 , x3] _ N(x1) _ N(x3), 2=8,
2&7, and 2:2. If 2&6, then #(G
*
)2#8&9_6+26_2=6.
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Figure 5
Therefore, we may assume that 2&=7 and that 2V=N[2I]=[u, x1 ,
x2 , x3 , y1 , y2 , y3], where y1 , y2 # N(x1) and y3 # N(x3). Let I(2V )=
[u, x1 , x2 , x3], and (2V )=[ y1 , y2 , y3]. Let =0==[I(2V )]=5, =1=
=[I(2V ), (2V )]=3, =2==[(2V )], and =3==[(2V ), I ]. By Proposi-
tion 1(b), 2=5+W 12 (3|(2V )|+=1)X5+W
12
2 X=11. Therefore, #(G*)2#11&9_7+26_2=0.
Case (b). We may now assume that x1 x2  E(G*). Suppose that
|N(x1) & N(x2)|>1 or |N(x1) & N(x3)|>1. Then, without loss of gener-
ality, we may assume that y3 # N(x1) & N(x2)"[u]. Figure 5(b) depicts one
possibility.
Let I=[x1 , x2]. Then, 2:2, and 2&=7. Let 2V=N[I]=[u, x1 , x2 ,
x3 , y1 , y2 , y3]. Then, I(2V )=[u, x1 , x2], and (2V )=[x3 , y1 , y2 , y3].
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Figure 6
Let =0==[I(2V )]=2, =1==[I(2V ), (2V )]=6, =2==[(2V )], and =3=
=[(2V ), I ]. By Proposition 1(b), 2=2+W 12 (3|(2V )|+=1)X2+
W 182 X=11. Hence, #(G*)2#11&9_7+26_2=0. Therefore, we may
assume that N(x1) & N(x2)"[u]=< and N(x1) & N(x3)"[u]=<.
Suppose that (N(x2) & N(x3))"[u]{<. Let N(x2) & N(x3)=[u, y4]
(see Fig. 5(c). By Lemma 8, and the fact that d(u)=3, we know d( y4)=4.
Let u$=x3 , x$1=y4 , x$2=x2 , x$3=u. By Case (a), #(G*)0. Therefore, we
may assume that N(x2) & N(x3)=[u].
Now N(x1)=[u, y1 , y2 , y3], N(x2)=[u, x3 , y4], N(x3)=[u, x2 , y5]
(see Fig. 6(a)). Construct a new graph H=(G
*
&[u, x2 , x3]) _ [ y4y5].
We note that |(H )2.
Suppose that H contains no subgraph isomorphic to K4 . If |(H)=1,
then H # G"G4 . Since &(H )<&(G*), #(H )&1. We know =(G*)=(H )+5, &(G
*
)=&(H )+3. Suppose I(H ) is a maximum independent set
in H. Thus, |I(H )|=:(H ). At most one of y4 or y5 is in I(H ). Without loss
of generality, assume that y4  I(H). Then, I(H) _ [x2] is an independent
set in G
*
, and :(G
*
)|I(H ) _ [x2]|=:(H )+1. Hence, #(G*)==(G*)&
9&(G
*
)+26:(G
*
)#(H )+(5&9_3+26_1)=#(H )+43.
If |(H )=2, let the two components of H be H1 , H2 with x1 # H1 ,
y4 # H2 . Then H1 is a proper subgraph of G* , and #(H1)0. Since H2 # G,#(H2)&4. Also =(G*)=(H1)+=(H2)+5, &(G*)=&(H1)+&(H2)+3.
Suppose I(H1), I(H2) are maximum independent sets of H1 , H2 , respec-
tively. At most one of y4 or y5 is in I(H2). Without loss of generality,
assume that y4  I(H2). Then I(H1) _ I(H2) _ [x2] is an independent set
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of G
*
, and :(G
*
)|I(H1) _ I(H2) _ [x2]|=:(H1)+:(H2)+1. Hence,
#(G
*
)==(G
*
) &9&(G
*
)+26:(G
*
)#(H1) +#(H2)+(5&9_3+26_1)
0.
Therefore, we may assume that H contains a subgraph H[[ y4 , y5 ,
z1 , z2]]$K4 (see Fig. 6(b)). Let I=[u, y4 , y5]. Then, 2V=[u, x1 , x2 , x3 ,
y4 , y5 , z1 , z2] _ N( y4) _ N( y5], 2=14, 82&10, and 2:3. There-
fore, #(G
*
)2#14&9_10+26_3=2. K
Lemma 11. If d(u)=3, then some neighbour of u has degree three.
Proof. Let N(u)=[x1 , x2 , x3]. Suppose that d(x1)=d(x2)=d(x3)=4.
Let I=[u]. Then, 2:1, 2&=4, 2=10, and #(G
*
)2#10&9_4+
26_1=0. K
We now know that any vertex of degree three has two neighbours of
degree four and one of degree three. For the next few lemmas, u is a vertex
of degree three, N(u)=[x1 , x2 , x3], d(x1)=4, d(x2)=3, and d(x3)=4.
Lemma 12. G
*
[[u, x1 , x2 , x3]]$K4&e.
Proof. Suppose that =[[x1 , x2 , x3]]1. Let I=[u]. Then, 2:1 and
2&=4. Since =[[x1 , x2 , x3]]1, 2=10. Therefore, #(G*)2#10&
9_4+26_1=0. K
Lemma 13. x1 is not adjacent to x3 . That is, the two vertices of degree
four adjacent to a vertex of degree three must be nonadjacent.
Proof. By Lemma 12, =[[x1 , x2 , x3]]=2. Suppose x1x3 # E(G*).
Then, without loss of generality, x2 is adjacent to x3 and x2 is not adjacent
Figure 7
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to x1 (see Fig. 7). Let I=[x1 , x2]. Then, 2V=[u, x1 , x2 , x3] _ N(x1) _
N(x2), 62v7, 2:2, and 2=9. If 2&=6, then #(G*)2#9&
9_6+26_2=7.
Therefore, we may assume that 2&=7. There must be distinct vertices
y1 , y2 , y3 such that N(x1)=[u, x3 , y1 , y2], N(x2)=[u, x3 , y3], and 2V=
[u, x1 , x2 , x3 , y1 , y2 , y3]. Now, I(2V )=[u, x1 , x2], (2V )=[x3 , y1 , y2 , y3].
Let =0==[I(2V )]=2, =1==[I(2V ), (2V )]=6, and =2==[(2V )],
=3==[(2V ), I ]. By Proposition 1(b), 2=2+W 12 (3 |(2V )|+=1)X2+
W 182 X=11. Therefore, #(G*)2#11&9_7+26_2=11&63+52=0. K
Thus, x1 x3  E(G*), x1x2 , x2x3 # E(G*), and the neighbourhood of u inG
*
is displayed in Fig. 8.
Figure 8
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Lemma 14. N(x1) & N(x3)=[u, x2].
Proof. Suppose y # (N(x1) & N(x3))"[u, x2] (see Fig. 8(a)). Let I=
[x1 , x3]. Then, 2V=[u, x1 , x2 , x3 , y] _ N(x1) _ N(x3), 62&7, 2=9,
and 2:2. If 2&=6, then #(G
*
)2#9&9_6+26_2=7. If 2&=7,
then (by Proposition 1) 2=12, and #(G
*
)2#12&9_7+26_2=1. K
Let N(x1)=[u, x2 , y1 , y2] and N(x3)=[u, x2 , y3 , y4]. By Lemma 14,
y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 are distinct. By Lemma 8, d( y1)=d( y2)=d( y3)=d( y4)=4.
Figure 8(b) displays the neighbourhood of u in G
*
.
Lemma 15. G
*
contains a subgraph X, where X$B7 .
Proof. Construct H=(G
*
&[u, x1 , x2 , x3]) _ [w] _ [wy1 , wy2 ,
wy3 , wy4] (see Fig. 8(c)). The graph H is the graph that results from
contracting [u, x1 , x2 , x3] in G* to a single new vertex w and removing
loops.
Suppose that H has no K4 . Then, since &(H )<&(G*), #(H )&4. Sup-
pose I(H ) is a maximum independent set in H. If w  I(H ), then I(H ) _ [u]
is an independent set of G
*
. If w # I(H ), then y1 , y2 , y3 , y4  I(H ). In this
case, (I(H )"[w]) _ [x1 , x3] is an independent set of G*. Thus, in either
case, :(G
*
):(H )+1, &(G
*
)=&(H )+3, and =(G
*
)==(H )+5. Hence,
#(G
*
)#(H )+(5&9_3+26_1)=0.
Therefore, we may assume that H has a subgraph Y$K4 . By the con-
struction of H, w # V(Y ), and there is at least one triangle in G
*
[[ y1 , y2 ,
y3 , y4]]. Without loss of generality, say G*[[ y1 , y2 , y3]]$K3 . Since y4 [ y1 , y2 , y3], G*[[u, x1 , x2 , x3 , y1 , y2 , y3]]$B7 (see Fig. 8(d)). K
We now examine edges between y4 and [ y1 , y2 , y3].
Lemma 16. y4 is not adjacent to y3 .
Proof. Suppose y4 is adjacent to y3 (see Fig. 9(a)). We know d( y1)=
d( y2)=d( y3)=d( y4)=4. Since y4 could not be adjacent to both y1 ,
and y2 , we may assume that y4 is not adjacent to y2 . Then, N( y2)=
[x1 , y1 , y3 , z], with z{y4 .
Let H=(G
*
&[u, x1 , x2 , x3 , y1 , y2 , y3]) _ [zy4]. We note that H has at
most two components. In H, d( y4)3 and d(q)3, where q # N( y1)"
[x1 , y2 , y3]. (It is possible that q # [ y4 , z], and then, |(H )=1.) Thus, no
component of H is in G4 and at most one component of H is in F.
Suppose that H is K4-free. Then, #(H )&1. Let I(H ) be a maximum
independent set in H. Since z and y4 could not both be in I(H ), at least one
of I(H ) _ [u, y3] or I(H ) _ [u, y2] is an independent set in G*. Thus,:(G
*
):(H)+2, &(G
*
)=&(H )+7, =(G
*
)==(H )+14, and #(G
*
)#(H )
+(14&9_7+26_2)2.
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Figure 9
Therefore, we may assume that H contains a subgraph H[[ y4 , z,
z1 , z2]]$K4 (see Fig. 9(b)). If y1 is adjacent to z, then G*[[u, x1 , x2 , x3 ,y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 , z, z1 , z2]] # B11 . Thus, y1 is not adjacent to z. Let I=[u, y1 ,
y4 , z]. Then, 2V=N[I], 112&13, 2=20, 2:4, and #(G*)2#
20&9_13+26_4=7. K
Lemma 17. y4 is not adjacent to y2 .
Proof. Suppose y4 is adjacent to y2 (see Fig. 10(a)). By Lemma 16,
y4 is not adjacent to y3 . Thus, N( y3)=[x3 , y1 , y2 , z] with z{y4 .
Let H=(G
*
&[u, x1 , x2 , x3 , y1 , y2 , y3]) _ [zy4]. We note that H has at
most two components. In H, d( y4)3 and d(q)3, where q # N( y1)"
[x1 , y2 , y3]. Thus, no component of H is in G4 and at most one component
of H is in F.
Suppose that H is K4-free. Then, #(H )&1. Let I(H ) be a maximum
independent set in H. Since z and y4 could not both be in I(H ), at least one
of I(H ) _ [u, y2] or I(H ) _ [u, y3] is an independent set of vertices in G*.
Hence, :(G
*
):(H )+2, &(G
*
)=&(H )+7, =(G
*
)=(H )+13, and #(G
*
)
#(H )+(13&9_7+26_2)1.
Therefore, we may assume that H contains a subgraph H[[ y4 , z,
z1 , z2]]$K4 (see Fig. 10(b)). If y1 is adjacent to z, then G*[[u, x1 , x2 , x3 ,y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 , z, z1 , z2]] # B11 . Thus, we may assume that y1 is not
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Figure 10
adjacent to z. Let I=[u, y1 , y4 , z]. Then, 2V=[u, x1 , x2 , x3 , y1 , y2 , y3 ,
y4 , z, z1 , z2] _ N( y1) _ N(z), 112&13, 2=20, 2:4, and #(G*)2#20&9_13+26_4=7. K
Lemma 18. y4 must be adjacent to one of y1 , y2 , y3 .
Proof. Suppose y4 is not adjacent to any of y1 , y2 , y3 . Let N( y1)=
[x1 , y2 , y3 , z1], N( y2)=[x1 , y1 , y3 , z2], and N( y3)=[x3 , y1 , y2 , z3], here
z1 , z2 , z3 might not be distinct, but y4  [z1 , z2 , z3] (see Fig. 11 (a)). Let
H=G
*
&[u, x1 , x2 , x3 , y1 , y2 , y3]. Then, H has at most four components.
Let Hy denote the component of H which contains the vertex y4 .
Suppose that H{Hy and, thus, zi  V(Hy), for some zi . Let H$=H _
[ y4zi]. If y4 has degree 3 in Hy , then some other vertex y$ of Hy must also
have degree less than 4 in Hy and thus degree less than 4 in H$. If y4 has
degree less than 3 in Hy , then y4 has degree less than 4 in H$. In either
case, no component of H$ is 4-regular. Hence, #(H$)0.
Now, let I(H$) be a maximum independent set in H$. If y4 # I(H$), then
zi  I(H$) and I(H$) _ [u, yi] is an independent set in G*. If y4  I(H$),
then I(H$) _ [x1 , x3] is an independent set in G*. Therefore, :(G*):(H$)+2, &(G
*
)=&(H$)+7, =(G
*
)=(H$)+13, and #(G
*
)#(H$)+
(13&9_7+26_2)2.
Therefore, we may assume that H is connected. Let H$=H _ [ y4 z1].
Again, H$ cannot be 4-regular. If H$ contains no K4 , then #(H$)&1. Let
I(H$) be a maximum independent set in H$. If y4 # I(H$), then z1  I(H$)
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Figure 11
and I(H$) _ [u, y1] is an independent set in G*. If y4  I(H$), thenI(H$) _ [x1 , x3] is an independent set in G*. Therefore, :(G*):(H$)+2,&(G
*
)=&(H$)+7, =(G
*
)=(H$)+13, and #(G
*
)#(H$)+(13&9_7+
26_2)2.
We may therefore assume that H$ contains a K4 , and that
H$[[z1 , y4 , z4 , z5]]$K4 (see Fig. 11(b)). Now, z1 is not adjacent to both
of y2 , y3 in G*. Without loss of generality, z1 is not adjacent to y2 . LetI=[u, y2 , y4 , z1]. Then, 122&14, and 2:4. Since d( y4)=4, 2=22.
Therefore, #(G
*
)2#22&9_14+26_4=0. K
By Lemma 18, y4 must be adjacent to at least one of y1, y2 , or y3 . By
Lemma 16 and Lemma 17, y4 cannot be adjacent to any of y1 , y2 , or y3 .
Therefore, G
*
must be 4-regular.
Corollary 3. G
*
# G4 .
3. 4-REGULAR CONNECTED K4-FREE GRAPHS
We may now assume that G
*
# G4 . Let u be any vertex of G*, and letN(u)=[x1 , x2 , x3 , x4].
Observation 3. G
*
[N(u)] contains no triangles. Therefore, =[N(u)]4.
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Lemma 19. =[N(u)]2.
Proof. Suppose that =[N(u)]1. Let 2I=[u]. Then, 2&=5 and
2:1. By Proposition 1, 2=15. Therefore, #(G
*
)2#=15&9_5+
26_1=&4. K
Lemma 20. =[N(u)]3.
Proof. Suppose =[N(u)]=4. Then, since G
*
[N(u)] is triangle-free,
G
*
[N(u)] must be a 4-cycle x1x2x3x4 x1 (see Fig. 12).
Let I=[x1 , x3]. Then, 2&7, 2=12, 2:2, and #(G )2#12&
9_7+26_2=1. K
Lemma 21. =[N(u)]=2.
Proof. If =[N(u)]=3, then since |N(u)|=4, then G
*
[N(u)] must be a
tree. There are only two different trees on four vertices, a path P3 of
length 3, and K1, 3 (see Fig. 13).
Figure 13
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Case (a). Suppose that G
*
[N(u)]$P3 . We may assume that x1x2x3x4
is a path. Let I=[x1 , x3]. Then, 72&8, 2:2, and 2=13.
If 2&=7, then #(G
*
)2#13&9_7+26_2=2. Therefore, we may
assume that 2&=8.
Let N(x1)=[u, x2 , y1 , y2] and N(x3)=[u, x2 , x4 , y3], where y3 
[ y1 , y2], and let 2V=N[I]=[u, x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , y1 , y2 , y3]. Then, I(2V )=
[u, x1 , x3], and (2V )=[x2 , x4 , y1 , y2 , y3]. Let =0==[I(2V )]=2,
=1==[I(2V ), (2V )]=8, =2==[(2V )], =3==[(2V ), I ]. By Proposi-
tion 1(b), 2=2+W 12 (4 |(2V )|+=1)X 2+W 282 X=16. Therefore, #(G*)2#16&9_8+26_2=&4. We note that B8[N(u)]$P3 , for each
u # V(B8), and #(B8)=&4.
Case (b). Suppose that G
*
[N(u)]$K1, 3 . We may assume that x1
has degree three in G
*
[N(u)]. Let I=[x2 , x3 , x4] and 2V=N[I]. Then,
|N(xi)"N[u]|=2, for i=2, 3, 4. Thus, 2=13, 72&11, and 2:3.
If 2v10, then #(G
*
)2#13&9_10+26_3=1.
If 2v=11, then I(2V )=[u, x1 , x2 , x3 , x4], |(2V )|=6, =0==[I(2V )]
=7, =1==[I(2V ), (2V )]=6, =2==[(2V )], and =3==[(2V ), I ]. By
Proposition 1(b), 2=7+W 12(4 |(2V )|+=1)X 7+W
30
2 X=22. Hence,
#(G
*
)2#22&9_11+26_3=1. K
We now further restrict G
*
[N(u)].
Lemma 22. For any vertex u, the two edges in G
*
[N(u)] are nonadjacent.
Proof. Suppose that x1x2 , x2x3 # E(G*[N(u)]) (see Fig. 14).
Let I=[x1 , x3] and 2V=N[I]. Then |N(xi)"[u, x1 , x2 , x3] |=2, for
i=1, 3. Hence, 2=11, 62&8, and 2:2.
If 2v7, then 2=11, and #(G
*
)2#11&9_7+26_2=11&63+
52=0.
If 2v=8, then I(2V )=[x1 , x3], and |(2V )|=6. Let =0==[I(2V )]=0,
=1==[I(2V ), (2V )]=8, =2==[(2V )], =3==[(2V ), I ]|[ux4]|=1.
Figure 14
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Thus, by Proposition 1(b), 2=W 12($ |2V |+=1+=3)X=W
33
2 X=17. There-
fore, #(G
*
)2#17&9_8+26_2=&3. K
Since G
*
is 4-regular, the following corollaries are equivalent to Lemma 22.
Corollary 4. For every vertex u, G
*
(N[u]) consists of two edge-
disjoint triangles with only u in common.
Corollary 5. Every edge of G
*
is exactly in one triangle.
4. LINE GRAPHS AND MATCHINGS
We now make a short digression. Let H be the graph whose vertices are
the triangles of G
*
, such that two vertices of H are adjacent if and only if
the corresponding triangles of G
*
intersect (at a vertex). Then, G
*
is the
line graph of H, H is 3-regular, and any maximum matching in H
corresponds to a maximum independent set of vertices in G
*
. Albertson
and Haas [2] proved that any cubic graph H$ has a matching containing
at least 724 of the edges of H$. Therefore, i(G*)
7
24 . This completes the
proof of Theorem 1, although Section 5 will give another completion using
methods similar to the previous sections.
For the graph H, we can find a maximum matching in polynomial-time
using Edmond’s algorithm [4]. However, this algorithm is relatively com-
plicated and runs in time O(&4). The steps we present can be performed
more quickly, and are easier to perform. In some of the following lemmas,
we ask for a cycle in G
*
of length at least 4 but, subject to this, as short
as possible. In fact, we do not need the shortest such cycle in G
*
, just a
cycle whose neighbourhood contains none of the configurations previously
forbidden. One reasonable way to find a candidate for such a cycle C in G
*
would be to find a shortest cycle in H. This takes time O(&2).
5. CYCLES IN G
*
We now revert to our study of G
*
. We recall that, by Corollary 5, each
edge of G
*
is in exactly one triangle.
Lemma 23. G
*
contains no 4-cycle.
Proof. Suppose there is a 4-cycle C=v0v1 v2v3v0 (see Fig. 15). Each
edge vivi+1 , i=0 } } } 3 (subscripts modulo 4), must be in exactly one
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triangle vivi+1 xivi by Corollary 5. If xi=vj or if xi=xj , then G* contains
a subgraph isomorphic to K4&e. Thus, xi{vj and xi{xj . Hence,
|NP(C)|=4. Let I=[v1 , v3], 2V=N[I]=N[C], I(2V )=V(C), (2V )=
[x0 , x1 , x2 , x3]. Then, =0==[I(2V )]=4, =1==[I(2V ), (2V )]=8, =2=
=[(2V )], and =3==[(2V ), I ]. The only two possible edges in G*[(2V )]
are x0x2 and x1x3 . Thus, =22. By Proposition 1(d), 2==0+
4 |(2V )|&=24+16&2=18. Therefore, 2v=8, 2:2, and #(G*)2#18&9_8+26_2=&2. K
Lemma 24. G
*
contains no 5-cycle.
Proof. Suppose that G
*
has a 5-cycle C=v0v1v2v3 v4v0 (see Fig. 16).
Each edge vi vi+1 in C must be in exactly one triangle vivi+1xivi (subscripts
modulo 5), where xi{vj and xi{xj . So N P(C)=[x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 , x4]. By
Corollary 5, xi xi+1  E(G*). By Lemma 23, xixi+2  E(G*). Thus, N(x2)"N[C]=[ y0 , y1], and y0y1 # E(G*).
Let I=[v1 , v4 , x2], 2V=N[I]=N[C] _ N(x2), I(2V )=V(C ) _ [x2],
and (2V )=[x0 , x1 , x3 , x4 , y0 , y1]. Then, =0==[I(2V )]=7, =1=
=[I(2V ), (2V )]=10, =2==[(2V )], and =3==[(2V ), I ]. Each of x0
or x4 may be adjacent to at most one of y0 or y1 . Therefore, 1=23.
By Proposition 1(d), 2==0+4 |(2V )|&=27+24&3=28. Therefore,
2v=12, 2:3, and #(G
*
)2#28&9_12+26_3=&2. K
Now we are ready to prove that G
*
does not exist, by showing that G
*
contains no cycles other than triangles. Let c(G
*
) denote the set of cycle
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lengths in G
*
. Any 4-regular graph must contain a cycle of length at least 5.
Therefore, |c(G
*
)|>1. Let c
*
be the minimum element of c(G
*
)"[3]
and let C=v0v1 v2 } } } vk&2vk&1 v0 be a cycle of length c*. Let H be the
3-regular graph such that G
*
is the line graph of H. We note that H can
be constructed in O(&). A c
*
-cycle in G
*
corresponds to a minimum length
cycle in H. For the purpose of these lemmas, we do not really need a
c
*
-cycle. Any cycle whose corresponding cycle in H has no bridge of length
three will suffice. Such a cycle can be found in H in O(&2). Hence, finding
a useful cycle in G
*
can be accomplished in O(&2). Performing the action
required by these lemmas can be completed in time T(&&1).
We consider two cases, depending on the parity of c
*
. With begin with
a technical lemma.
Lemma 25. |NP(C )|= 12=[C, N
P(C )]==(C ) and =[NP(C )]=0.
Proof. By Lemma 23 and Lemma 24, c
*
>5. Let c
*
=k6. Each edge
vi vi+1 in C must be in exactly one triangle vi vi+1xivi by Corollary 5
(subscripts modulo k). By the choice of C as a c
*
-cycle, xi{vj . Thus,
=[C, NP(C )]=2k (see Fig. 17(a)).
Suppose that xi=xj , for some j{i (see Fig. 17(b)). Consider the cycles
C1=xivj+1vj+2 } } } vk&1v0v1 } } } vi xi and C2=xivi+1vi+2 } } } vjxi . By Corol-
lary 5, neither of these is a triangle and, hence, each must be at least as
long as C. Therefore, 2=(C)=(C1)+=(C2)==(C)+2. This is clearly
impossible. Thus, xi{xj if i{j, and |N P(C )|=k.
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Suppose that xi xj # E(G*), for some j{i. Consider the cycles C1=xi xj vj+1vj+2 } } } vk&1 v0v1 } } } vixi and C2=xivi+1vi+2 } } } vj xjxi . By Corol-
lary 5, neither of these is a triangle. Therefore, 2=(C )=(C1)+=(C2)=
=(C )+4. This is impossible. Hence, =[NP(C )]=0. K
For the remaining two lemmas, we let xi be the unique element of
N(vi) & N(vi+1).
Lemma 26. c
*
is not even.
Proof. Suppose c
*
=2m, and let I=[v0 , v2 , v4 , ..., v2m&4 , v2m&2],
2V=N[C], I(2V )=V(C ), (2V )=NP(C ), =0==[I(2V )]=|C|=2m,
=1==[I(2V ), (2V )]=4m, =2==[(2V )]=0, and =3==[(2V ), I ].
Then, =1+=2+=3==1+2=2+=3=d((2V ))=8m, 2===0+=1+=2+=3=10m,
2v=2m+2m=4m, 2:m, and #(G
*
)2#10m&9_4m+26_m=0. K
The final possibility is that c
*
is odd. The next lemma eliminates this
case, completing the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 27. c
*
is not odd.
Proof. Here, c
*
=2m+1. Let N(x2m)"N[C]=[ y0 , y1]. By Corollary 4,
y0 y1 # E(G*). Suppose that y0 is adjacent to some xi , i{2m (see Fig. 18).
Consider the cycles C1=y0x2mv0v1 } } } vixi y0 and C2=y0 xivi+1vi+2 } } }
v2mx2my0 . By Corollary 5, neither of these cycles can be a triangle. There-
fore, 2=(C )=(C1)+=(C2)==(C )+6. This is impossible. Therefore, neither
y0 nor y1 is adjacent to any vertex in N[C]"[x2m].
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Figure 18
Let I=[v1 , v3 , v5 , ..., v2m&3 , v2m&1 , x2m], 2V=N[C] _ [ y0 , y1],
I(2V )=V(C) _ [x2m], (2V )=N(C)"[x2m] _ [ y0 , y1], =0==[I(2V )]=
2m+3, =1==[I(2V ), (2V )]=4m+2, =2==[(2V )]=1, and =3=
=[(2V ), I ]. Now, =1+=2+=3==1+2=2+=3&1=d((2V ))&1=8m+7,
2===0+=1+=2+=3=10m+10, 2v=(2m+1)+(2m+1)+2=4m+4, 2:
m+1, and #(G
*
)2#(10m+10)&9(4m+4)+26(m+1)=0. K
6. MAXIMUM INDEPENDENT SETS IN TRIANGLE-FREE
5-REGULAR GRAPHS
Let G be a 5-regular triangle-free graph. As noted in Table I we have the
following results: :& 15 (Brooks), :&
1
4 (Fajtlowitz), :&
7
26 (Kreher
and Radziszowski).
We note that a little immediate improvement is possible. Let I be an
independent set of G such that no two vertices of I are within distance 3.
We use N2(I ) for the set N(N(I ))&N(I )&I, the set of vertices at distance
exactly two from I, and we use N3(I ) for N(N2(I ))&N2(I )&N(I ), the set
of vertices at distance exactly three from I. It is possible to construct such
a set iteratively. Begin with I=<, and pick any vertex v # V(G)&N(I )&
N2(I )&N3(I ). Replace I by I _ [v] and repeat until V(G )=I _ N(I ) _
N2(I ) _ N 3(I ). Let G =G&I&N(I).
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Lemma 28. 106 |I ||V(G)|.
Proof. Note |N(I )|=5 |I |, |N2(I )|20 |I |, and |N3(I )|80 |I |. There-
fore, |V(G )|=|I _ N(I ) _ N2(I ) _ N3(I )|106 |I |.
Lemma 29. #(G )==(G )&6&(G )+13:(G ) 153 &(G).
Proof. We recall that Kreher and Radziszowski [12] proved that
=(G )6&(G)&13:(G ) for every triangle-free graph G and, therefore, #(G )
==(G )&6&(G )+13:(G )0. Hence,
#(G )==(G )&6&(G)+13:(G )
25 |I |&36 |I |+13 |I |+=(G )&6&(G )+13:(G )
=2 |I |+#(G )
 153 |V(G )|+0.
Lemma 30. =(G )6&(G )&13:(G )+ 153&(G ).
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 29.
Theorem 2. Let G be a triangle-free 5-regular graph. Then, :(G )
373
1378 &(G).
Proof. Set =(G)= 52&(G ) in Lemma 30.
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